New Village Photography Competition 2013

The theme of the competition is: Life in New Village

Deadline for submission: 20 Oct 2013

First Prize : RM 500 cash + Camera
Second Prize : RM300 cash + Camera
Third Prize : RM100 cash + Camera
Three consolation Prizes : RM50 cash each

All entries are to be sent to:
Department of Soft Skills Competency (DSSC)
Klang Valley Campus OR Perak Campus
03 795 2628, Ext : 8274 05 468 8888, Ext : 2295

Rules and Regulations:
1. The contest is open to all UTAR students.
2. The theme of the competition is: Life in New Village.
3. New Village Photography Competition 2013 will begin 3rd July 2013 and end 20 October 2013, 5.00pm sharp.
4. It is the responsibility of the contestants to seek the relevant permission and authority to take photos at restricted places in the new village.
5. Contestants can use conventional cameras or digital cameras (Any models).
6. Contestants can submit any number of entries, minimum 5 photos /per village. Students are encouraged to submit photographs of different villages. Each photograph should have caption.
7. Each entry sent should be accompanied by softcopy (more than 300dpi and must be in JPEG format and to saved in CD/DVD) and hardcopy (5R size photographs). Entries of photos and CDs of original image submitted are NON-RETURNABLE and shall become the property of the university.
8. Photographs SHOULD be original and genuine.
9. Photographs submitted must be the work of the individual.
10. Photographs must have been taken within the date of entry and may not previously have won or participated in any competition.
11. Participation will be TERMINATED immediately if the photograph sent has won or participated in any competition.
12. Only minor burning, dodging and/or color correction is acceptable, as is cropping. High dynamic range images (HDR) and stitched panoramas are NOT ACCEPTABLE. Any changes to the original Photograph not itemized here are unacceptable and will render the Photograph ineligible for a prize.
13. The judging criteria will be on the Content, Creativity, Composition, Color and Contrast of the photos.
14. The photograph must not, in the sole and unfettered discretion of the Sponsor, contain obscene, provocative, defamatory, sexually explicit, or otherwise objectionable or inappropriate content.
15. All the prizes shall be won by different contestants.
16. All entries must be legible and complete with accurate information. The results of the contest will be decided by panel of judges, appointed by the University. The judges' decision is final and no correspondence will be entertained.
17. Copyright and reproduction: The University reserves the absolute rights to exhibit or reproduce any acceptable entries in whatever way deemed fit for exhibition and for any print based publicity and promotional purposes without prior notice, consent or payment of fee whatsoever to the contestants.